FINAL PROJECT: Food Justice Workshop
Name of team members: Carolyn, Kayla, Nell, Robert, Sarah
Team member roles/division of labour/description of collaboration: We all wrote different
sections of this final paper, and then edited them together in Google Drive. We divided up the
presentation and workshop duties equally.

Image of “Our New Food System” from workshop

Description of communication intervention. What did you do? Document your project if
appropriate (screenshots, photographs, graphs), and verbally describe your deliverables
and the processes you used to reach them. Note that describing specifically how and why
something failed or came up short is as valuable as describing something reaching
proposed goals. (500-800 words).
We decided to do a workshop about food justice as our communication intervention.
Although we originally intended to hold a teach-in, we collectively agreed that a workshop
would be better in the semester time span, and we plan to do a teach-in in the spring semester.
Because our original idea was to hold a teach-in, we wanted the workshop to model a
teach-in format as much as possible. We also wanted to gauge if there would be interest in a
teach-in spring semester. We began the workshop with an icebreaker (name and “What is the
most bizarre food you have ever eaten?”) so that attendees could introduce themselves and feel

connected to the group. While the energy that resulted was positive and beneficial for the rest of
the workshop, the icebreaker took about ten minutes more than we had planned. The lesson
learned here is to plan more time for an icebreaker, choose a shorter activity, or perhaps do the
icebreaker during the smaller breakout sessions so that they go faster.
Because one of our objectives was to educate our attendees about the wicked1 nature of
the problems perpetuated by the industrial food system, we sought to frame our discussion in a
way that encouraged interconnections between specific social, economic, and environmental
injustices. We first gave a brief introduction explaining the difference between these three
categories in the event that the attendees did not already have a working understanding of the
triple-bottom-line definition of sustainability. We modeled this by using a Prezi, which showed
examples of injustices embedded into a typical meal. During this session, we stated to the
attendees that since the social, economic, and environmental injustices of the food system
comprise a wicked problem, we wanted the group to come up with solutions on a holistic scale.
This helped provide a prompt for breakout sessions, but also helped steer the conversation away
from behavioral change--a solution that we felt other lectures, events, and media
disproportionately focus on. That being said, we did not discount the need for behavioral change,
but situated it as a key element in a systemic change that we discussed as a group later in the
workshop.
The presentation then led into three, twenty-minute breakout sessions happening
concurrently for social, economic, and environmental injustices, respectively. Because of
limitations on time, we asked each attendee to choose two topics of interest, creating forty
minutes of break-out session time in the workshop. One of us, or a NYU Student Food Co-op
member, facilitated the discussion and acted as a resident expert on the topic. While this small,
loosely structured format seemed to encourage participants to actively partake in the discussion,
we found that the knowledge level of the facilitator was not always deep enough to maintain a
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The term “wicked problem” comes from Horst Rittel and Melvin Webber’s article “Dilemmas in a General
Theory of Planning”. They write, “We use the term ‘wicked’ in a meaning akin to that of ‘malignant’ (in
contrast to ‘benign’) or ‘vicious’ (like a circle) or ‘tricky’ (like a leprechaun) or ‘aggressive’ (like a lion, in
contrast to the docility of a lamb)” (160). Wicked problems are interconnected and systemic. Their
resolution requires a reimagining of the structures that we participate on a daily basis. Examples include
climate change, education reform, and economic bubbles--those problems that we engage every election
cycle but never seem to get any better. It is Rittel and Webber’s theory that the status quo will only
improve when we recognize that wicked problems are tangled and systemic, and that resolutions must be
holistic.

fruitful discussion. Lesson learned: when hosting a teach-in, make sure to have, in addition to a
facilitator, a resident expert who can act as a reference when there was a specific question. We
definitely do want to retain the structure that encouraged participants to engage each other and
offer their views, but we believe that discussion might flow more freely if we did not encounter
roadblocks of limited specific knowledge.
While these strong discussions were engaging (based on diverse participation) we felt
that they could have been more productive if the group had a particular objective for which to
strive. Possible ideas include more focused topics such as “subsidies”, “meat consumption” or
“problematizing ‘local’”. For instances where participants are new to the subject matter, it
would help to have a prompt, watch a short movie clip, read a quote, or offer some other kind of
basis for the discussion. This would give something concrete for people to refer to. If there is a
diversity in prior knowledge in the group, this prompt would help those with less experience feel
more equipped to speak up, rather than just deferring to those who know more. A resident expert
will also help in this effort.
Once these breakout sessions were complete, we came back together as a group (sitting in
a circle) to discuss the different ideas from the group conversations, and attempt to draw a map
of what a more just food system would look like (see Image 1). This discussion had a few very
active participants, and many observers, which indicated to us that the small group discussions
were important in that they engaged those more reluctant to speak. Though this discussion was
similarly unstructured as the small breakout sessions, we found that it was successful in that it
touched upon many ideas, and most of the participants’ “most interesting takeaways” (as noted
by their surveys) came from this part of the event. Additionally, we introduced methods of
facilitation often used by co-ops, including hand signals and stack.
Most importantly, we found that the larger conversation naturally lead to a group
acknowledgement of this being a systemic problem, and one that didn’t just require quick
solutions, but rather involved reinventing the very economic and social systems in which we take
part. At that point, we introduced the Student Food Co-op at NYU, and the idea of a cooperative
organization in general, to the participants. It provided us the platform to explain to the
participants that NYU’s Co-op was a place where these conversations could happen all the time,
and also a place where we could experiment with economic alternatives and alternative

organizing methods. We concluded the workshop with this piece so that it would be the final
takeaway for participants, and also because we were running out of time for the surveys.
Our ultimate takeaway (which was mirrored by the feedback in the surveys) was that we
did not have enough time nor enough expertise for either the breakout sessions or the group
discussion. We found this to actually be positive feedback, since the aim of the workshop was
intended to test out the feasibility of a larger teach-in.
Environmental Communication. How does your project take up Cox’s definition of
Environmental Communication (Find Cox’s definition in your notes or the text. Define it
here. Be explicit about how your project relates to his points). (400-600 words).
Environmental communication, as defined by Robert Cox in his book Environmental
Communication and the Public Sphere, signifies “the pragmatic and constitutive vehicle for our
understanding of the environment as well as our relationships to the natural world” (Cox 19). As
we are confronted with different frames about the environment, we negotiate between them and
create our own opinions (Cox 19). “Pragmatic” means that environmental communication
“educates, alerts, persuades, and helps us solve environmental problems” (Cox 19). The
pragmatic element of environmental communication concerns the explicit ideas presented about
the environment. Our communication intervention, a food sustainability workshop, was
pragmatic in that:
1. It alerted the community about the environmental, social, and economic implications of
the food we eat, and how this relates to NYU students. We gave an inverted triangle view
of the food system as a general introduction after our “bizarre foods” ice breaker. The
inverted triangle technique began with food justice globally, then looked at NYU, and
finally localized to the personal level. This allowed for greater understanding and context
about how individuals and NYU as an institution interact with the global industrial food
system.
2. It provided resources (emailed after the workshop) and entailed some degree of
instruction on how to eat knowing the implications of commercial agriculture.
3. It provided a space for people to share their knowledge about injustices and unsustainable
practices of the industrial food system.

4. It familiarized those who have never heard of cooperatives or the Student Food Co-op at
NYU with the group and concept. Although some attendees were already part of NYU’s
Food Co-op, others were not beforehand and now are.
“Constitutive” signifies the more subtle understandings and frames we construct using the
information we have gathered about representations of nature and environmental problems (Cox
19). Our workshop was constitutive in that:
1. It assigned value to co-ops as a potential solution to some of the challenges of the food
system. At the end of our final group discussion, we put into practice some of the
facilitation techniques used in participatory democracy, such as making a food justice
web by consensus. We discussed how a food co-op is a potential (re)solution to the
wicked problem of the current food industry status quo.
2. It contextualized NYU’s Co-op as a community-based effort, localizing it and making it
seem more approachable and tangible.
The food sustainability workshop we held was a successful communication intervention
because it reached some of the student body, generated a space for sharing knowledge and
creating new ideas through discussion, and resulted in some participants moving up in their level
of knowledge and activism. Our surveys display these results. The workshop had the power to
inspire participants (bridging the awareness-behavior gap) to join the NYU Student Food Co-op
after attending the workshop.
We presented all different aspects of food justice (environmental, social, and economic)
at the beginning of our workshop using a “typical meal” example—giving a visual
communicative component to the information. We moved to break-out sessions that created an
open environment for participants to ask questions and listen to others in order to formulate their
own opinions about food justice and sustainability. The facilitators and participants all brought
knowledge to share in a consensus and cooperative setting, and allowed different opinions,
explanations, and dis/agreements. We recognize that the vast majority of participants and
facilitators alike agreed there was a problem with the food system, signifying that our
workshop’s effect built upon previous knowledge about a widely acknowledged problem.
The workshop was an accessible way for participants and facilitators alike to “mediate
their perceptions of” the environmental, social, and economic justice factors in the food system,
while also permitting “individuals to engage discursively about” food justice (Cox 26). Holding a

teach-in during the spring semester will provide a platform for more perspectives and ideas,
giving participants an even fuller picture of the food system and more evidence to craft the food
justice problem in their minds. Our re-imagination of the food system workshop effectively fits
Cox’s definition of environmental communication.
Goal(s): Cox defines “goal” as “a long-term vision or value, such as the desire to protect oldgrowth forests, reduce arsenic in drinking water, or reduce levels of greenhouse gases entering
the atmosphere” (Cox 234). Goals in general are more broad and do not happen immediately in
a short time frame.
The ultimate goal we strive toward is an environmentally, socially, and economically
sustainable and just food system. We seek to reveal the current injustices, inequalities, and
motivations of the industrial food system, galvanize people to demand change, and empower
them to be a part of that change by building a system that will meet people’s needs (for health,
community, and stability) in a just and sustainable way.
Objective(s): Cox defines the term objective as referring “to a specific action or decision that
moves a group closer to a broader goal” (234). An objective is a concrete and time-limited
decision or action” (Cox 234).
Our workshop operated as a pilot event for a larger teach-in that we hope to hold in the
future. In our workshop, we sought to:
1 Educate attendees about the food system as it is now and spark interest to learn more.
2 Affect behavioral change by providing people with more just food options, for example,
farmer’s markets, grocery co-ops, bulk-buying clubs, and CSAs (“Community Supported
Agriculture” buying options with local farms)
3 Encourage and excite attendees to get involved in activism and organizations that engage
a “systems-thinking” approach to solving the food justice wicked problem. Within the
workshop, create a forum for imagining these alternatives.
4 By offering attendees this taste, encourage them to join the Student Food Co-op at NYU,
where these conversations happen regularly, or at least stay in touch with Co-op members
and come to future Co-op events.
5 Get feedback from participants to gauge interest in our longer-formatted teach-in and to
guide what we keep and what we do differently.

Strategy(ies): Cox defines strategy “as a specific plan to bring about a desired outcome; it is the
identification of a critical source of influence or ‘leverage’ to persuade a primary decision maker
to act appropriately” (236).
1 Cox mentions both democratic pressure on primary audiences and education as two
important strategies for advocacy campaigns. By using cooperative decision-making and
consensus discussion style with our workshop participants, we were almost holding two
workshops in one: a) explicit: a “re-imagining the food system” workshop and b) implicit:
a “how to be a democratic participant” workshop. Before people can use democratic
pressure, they must learn how to organize together. We sought to energize people into
believing that they hold power and influence in changing the food system--because they
do when they act collectively.
2 Educate attendees about injustices of the industrial food system.
3 Rather than targeting primary decision-makers like lawmakers, regulators, or industrial
food conglomerates (all of which are necessary and useful strategies), we chose to focus
our democratic power in the workshop on imagining alternative production and
distribution networks and systems. Demanding change from primary audiences is
essential, but too often the change delivered is inadequate and does not address a problem
holistically. By examining the problem and attempting to create a resolution ourselves,
we might see more results than through lobbying.
Tactics: Cox defines tactics as “specific actions--alerts, meetings, protests, briefings, and so
forth--that carry out or implement the broader strategy” (237). The following tactics brought us
closer to our more general strategies, and also helped reach our objectives.
1 Introduce three-pronged definition of sustainability (environmental justice, social justice,
and economic justice).
2 Use breakout sessions to encourage a diversity of voices and delve deeper into topics.
3 Focus on relationships between concepts by drawing a map of our concepts to visually
represent relatedness and introduce a systems-thinking approach to this problem.
4 Provide snacks and drinks. Make the workshop a welcoming environment by doing an
ice breaker.

5 Offer concrete actions that participants can take to get further involved.
6 Maintain relationships and connections with participants to strengthen ties and provide
more information.
What is the mechanism for change that you are depending on so that your strategies and
tactics affect your objectives and goals? (ie. No “magic” allowed). How does your project
mediate between the problem and the solution? What are its mechanisms for affecting
some kind of change (300-600 words)?
One of our most important practices was to organize our workshop in such a way so that
people felt their ideas and experiences were valuable. Even if an individual has not taken a class
about the food system, he/she still has experiences, stories, relationships, and opinions regarding
food. Because we believe that true change will only happen by people working together--and
because empowering our audience to join activist and social-organizing groups is one of our
main objectives--we wanted people to be talking and working together right off the bat. We did
not want to be “teachers” imposing knowledge onto “students;” rather, we wanted to facilitate
conversation and encourage everyone to learn from each other, to discuss problems, and create
solutions together. By introducing a facilitation style that many people are unacquainted with,
we hoped to make participants excited, engaged, and feeling like they had valuable perspectives
to share.
We split up into “breakout sessions” to provide a more intimate setting for people to try
out ideas and delve into more specific issues. We wanted to use these as venues not only to talk
about current injustices, but also to imagine solutions and alternatives to the current system.
Returning to the larger group, we discussed some of the points we had talked about in our
small groups, connecting the various issues and showing how they overlapped and reinforced the
status quo. We ended up having a very philosophical discussion, exploring issues such as, “If we
want to eat locally, does this mean that we can only eat things that are native to our area? Does
this mean that desert cities such as Las Vegas and Phoenix should just cease to exist? Should we
stop drinking orange juice because it is not local to New York, or is orange juice culturally
important enough to keep?” We had another discussion about if our food system should be
based on fulfilling needs rather than maximizing profit. We even talked about minimizing
injustice, and if suffering was necessary to human existence fulfillment. We came to the
conclusion that while individual action does have important effects, collective organizing can
have a bigger impact than the sum of its individual parts.

Our main mechanism for change, then, was giving participants an exciting, engaging
organizing experience so that they wanted to get more involved. We offered the Student Food
Co-op at NYU as a model for a group that attempts to tackle this wicked problem of food justice.
We did not have very much time for this, and we would have liked to focus a little more on the
cooperative process and creating solutions together (another mechanism for change). We think
we could have used more structured facilitation at some points during the workshop.
Another mechanism for change was planting the seeds for social relationships that could
strengthen ties between people. By providing food, doing a fun icebreaker, and facilitating both
small and large conversations where people were encouraged to speak from their personal
experience, people had the opportunity to interact and form relationships. Many people stayed
past the workshop time to continue talking and finish the food. This sense of community is
important in itself (the fulfillment that it gives individuals) and because it will be instrumental in
doing future work together.
Metrics of success. How can you tell whether your project achieved its goals and objectives
or not? Be sure to account for unexpected impacts that exceed your stated goals and
objectives. Provide at least five metrics. Two must be qualitative, two must be quantitative,
and you must state whether they are transactional or transformative.
A metric is transformative when it incorporates a measure of new skills or culture change,
while a metric is transactional when measures numbers, concrete objects, deliverables or the
ability to do something that you should be able to do. Transformative metrics can include group
member learning, membership in new communities, and creating permanent changes.
Quantitative signifies numerical assessments, while qualitative is less numeric and based on
values.
Our Metrics
We gave out a survey at the end of our workshop to assess the following:
1 Did participants find this event engaging, and what did they find interesting?
(qualitative, transformative). This was important in regards to retaining involvement in
the NYU Student Food Co-op. In the survey, we asked questions such as “What was the
most interesting thing that you learned tonight?” We recognize that this question
presupposes that our workshop was interesting and that may have had an impact on how
participants answered. Answers showed interest from all of our conversations, ranging

from “Tomatoes are not from Italy” to “Profit motive is the cause of many environmental
problems.”
2 Did this workshop prompt further involvement in the food community at NYU?
(quantitative, transactional). We ask in our survey, “Are you interested in hearing about
future events?” and “Do you want to stay involved with the food community at NYU?”
both of which indicate who wanted to be involved after the event. Nineteen people came,
two people opted out of receiving emails about the NYU Student Food Co-op and three
people said they did not want to stay involved in the NYU food community. While
recognize that some participants may have been interested in the Co-op before the
workshop, this question measured how effective we were in engaging the group and
inspiring them to join the existing NYU food community.
3 What were participants’ incoming levels of knowledge about food systems? (both
qualitative and quantitative, transactional). Because our objectives include introducing
new people and reaching non-“foodie” audiences, this question lets us know if we
expanded the community at all. It also prompted us to ask if this kind of interactive event
is this the correct kind of structure for that objective or if it might be an overwhelming
experience for new people.
○ We measured this by asking participants to rate their initial level of knowledge in
the three areas we talked about--economic, social, and environmental injustices in
the food system. We found that there was actually a wide range of knowledge in
each of the areas. There were a couple people who felt expertise in all three areas,
while others often rated themselves strong in one area and deficient in others. No
one came in as a complete novice, so we assume that people already had a spark
of interest in the subject and came to learn more.
Other metrics:
4 Were new skills developed through the workshop? This pertains to both the attendees
and organizers. (qualitative, transformative)
○ Skills participants learned: We introduced attendees to cooperatives decisionmaking, new facilitation tactics, and participatory experience in systems thinking.

○ Skills we learned: Solidified Prezi (presentation software) skills, practiced more
with public speaking and presentations, became better facilitators during group
discussions.
5 How many people attended our event? (quantitative, transactional)
○ Fourteen plus the five workshop organizers attended the workshop
■ Three were already NYU Student Food Co-op members
■ Five were Community Agriculture Club members
■ Six were other Environmental Communication classmates (a few of whom
are members of Earth Matters)
○ We see how important our strong ties2 were in getting people to attend our event.
Many people already had some experience before attending our event. Perhaps a
good outreach technique next time would be to visit or make announcements in
Food Studies, Environmental Studies, or Social Entrepreneurship classes where
people already have personal connections.
6 How many participants returned and attended Co-op meetings? (quantitative,
transformative)
○ Visioning Meeting (the day after our workshop): three plus three others from our
Environmental Studies class.
○ Next meeting (about ten days later): the same three plus one other who did not
attend our workshop, but heard about our group through Community Agriculture.
○ We were successful in retaining people once they had attended a meeting.
7 How many joined the Co-op “member” email group versus how many joined the
Co-op “public announcements” email group? (Quantitative and qualitative,
transactional). All participants who provided their email addresses were invited to join
one or both e-mail lists. Would they have joined NYU’s Co-op anyways without our
event? If this was their first event about food justice, at least we know that they had a
good enough time to want to come back.
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“Strong ties” refer to relationships that go beyond simply acquaintances. They are the people and
groups working on similar projects, holding similar beliefs, or wanting to help you fulfil your mission.
Many of these strong ties came from clubs of which we are part. We benefited greatly from these strong
ties in cultivating an audience.

○ Over the span of our two meetings (our workshop and the Visioning meeting the
next day), we had ten people sign up as new members of the Co-op and three
more who expressed that they did not have time to commit but still wanted to stay
up to date.
○ These events were extremely important because we had not help any kind of
“introductory” meetings all semester, and by doing so, we almost doubled the
amount of members. These events were extremely important to being transparent
and creating channels for entry.
8 Did people from our event change their eating habits at all (determined by a follow-up
email)? Was the information provided by the workshop valuable (also determined by a
follow-up email)? We define “valuable” as being useful in the future, that the concepts
you learned from the workshop can be successfully applied to other situations.
(Qualitative, transformative)
○ We have not yet sent this email, but we should soon before people forget and the
semester finishes.
Unexpected impacts:
9 We had a much different conversation than we were expecting when we reunited into a
large group. We found the most resonating topics (through the survey and just by how
much time we spent on each) were values-based (examples are in the third paragraph of
the “Mechanism for Change” section). Participants even wanted to stay and keep talking
after our time was up.
10 The surveys that were filled out and returned were very helpful and valuable to our
workshop because they provided us with information on what worked and what could
have been improved. Many people mentioned in their survey that they wished the event
could have been longer. We found that the limited hour and a half we had for our event
was not enough to foster more prolonged and in depth conversations, but our future
teach-in could.
11 The workshop attendees consisted mostly of people who already had some background in
the subject, and it was a good venue for the “food community at NYU” to get together,
discuss, and learn more. Though some of the participants and organizers have had
classes together before, our event provided a forum for people passionate about the

subject to come together, challenge each other, and synthesize their ideas. By holding this
event, we strengthened the bonds between younger members of “NYU food community”
and those that had participated in building it for years. Though there are many groups
working on environmental issues at NYU, they do not always get an opportunity to talk
and work together. Unexpectedly, our event acted as a centralized hub of networking and
idea sharing, and could possibly evolve into something more (maybe a regular food
“summit meeting”); one participant even said, “This is what school should be like!”
What are some remaining issues and challenges that you have not had time or resources to
address?
When planning and organizing our food justice workshop, there were many factors that we had
to address. After holding the workshop, we realized there were many parts that could have gone
more smoothly. As this workshop was a pilot for a food justice teach-in we hope to hold in the
future, addressing the issues that arose during this workshop will help us improve our structure.
1 Improve engagement techniques in order to involve more people who are completely
unaware of the injustices of our food system as well as people who might have differing
viewpoints from ours about how to reimagine our food system.
2 Explore how to encourage more people to speak up and engage in a larger group
discussion rather than only a few individuals.
3 Figure out how to structure the smaller breakout sessions. Should discussion leaders pose
questions? Guide the conversation? Or should the discussion be more open, allowing
people to take the conversation wherever they want it to?
4 Although we had a good turnout of people for the workshop, we would have to ensure
that many more people would be interested in attending a teach-in. We would have to
find the most effective means of communication to reach students at NYU and figure out
what would make people interested in coming to the teach-in.
5 Find resident experts in the fields of environmental, economic, and social justice who
would be willing to lead discussions at the teach-in.
What are three main learning outcomes from the project? What advice would you give to
other people attempting something similar?

In planning and carrying out our project, we learned a few things about running a
successful workshop. We also learned general group work strategy, for example how to divide
duties and communicate not only with the group but with each other to ensure coherence.
We decided to hold a workshop as opposed to a presentation or lecture because a
workshop is a more participatory learning format. We found our workshop effective in many
different capacities. We liked how our small breakout groups facilitated discussion from students
who did not choose to participate in the larger group discussion. The smaller groups gave
everyone an opportunity to contribute their experience, opinions, and knowledge despite their
confidence level. Also, by having several groups focusing on different aspects of the food justice
problem (environmental, social, and economic) we were able to engage students' varying interest.
Because we advertised to a wide audience, we could not gauge the level of knowledge of
the participants beforehand. By having an open, participatory event, we were able to modify the
discussion according to the existing knowledge of the attendees. We would encourage others
attempting a similar event to have a fluid plan for discussion beforehand that will accommodate
different levels of knowledge.
We learned that our event lacked expertise at times, whether in the breakout sessions or
larger discussion. Although as the facilitators we researched the economic, environmental, and
social justice aspects beforehand in order to help guide the breakout session conversations, we
also acknowledge that we are not experts and that it would have been useful to have someone
fully knowledgeable lead the breakout session. For example, during one of the economic
breakout groups we discussed subsidies but found ourselves at a loss for adequately explaining
their exact purpose. We anticipated this dilemma to some degree, and in transferring our food
justice workshop to a teach-in, we would be able to invite several experts to present and be part
of the conversation.
Advertising was an element of our event that we could improve on, as it is essential to
foster a dynamic discussion. While we used our existing connections with classes and clubs at
NYU to invite many students to our workshop, we would have loved more diversity of
knowledge in our conversation. We would advise other people attempting a similar
communication intervention to advertise their event widely by framing it differently to varying
groups to target different perspectives. Engaging with participants at Stern would have been very
interesting in providing different perspectives, especially about economic justice. We could

better reach out to them by phrasing our "email blurb" differently, by including the economic or
business elements of the conversation, and by posting flyers around their building or reaching
out to students we already know with closer points of entry. At a huge institution like NYU, it is
often these strong ties and relationships that get people in the door. We would also have to alter
our workshop if a large portion of the audience came in with little prior knowledge of the
problems of the food system. Though we still desire it to be participatory, this is a situation
where discussion prompts and more focused breakout sessions would help. Encouraging
participants to speak from experience is one of the greatest tools (which we demonstrated in the
ice breaker) to generate conversation, and perhaps we could use this more in the breakout
sessions as well, such as “where do you shop for food and why?” or “what do you think about
organic food?”
Can or should this project be repeated? Institutionalized? Can or should it continue after
this course? If so, what would it need, and who are potential allies?
Our initial proposal stated that we would hold a teach-in, as we believed it would be the
most effective method of communication for our objective. However, we realized that a teach-in
was beyond our time and energy capacity for this semester. Instead, we held a workshop that
would act as a pilot to gauge whether or not our topic was suitable and if we could find an
audience suitable for a teach-in.
We learned our project could be repeated in the form of a teach-in or another pilot
workshop due to several outcomes of our event. We found that time and expertise were two main
challenges in this workshop, both of which would be solved through a teach-in structure. The
teach-in structure would be a daylong event, divided by many workshop and breakout sessions,
accompanied by invited experts in the field of discussion. The time factor for a workshop could
be solved by simply renting a space for longer, and could be modified as an introductory meeting
to the Student Food Co-op at NYU. Our event ended inconclusively, leaving room for much
more discussion.
This workshop can also be institutionalized if the Student Food Co-op at NYU or other
food and environment groups adopt the project wholly. For the Co-op specifically, a food justice
workshop could be an essential part of their recruitment or community outreach, for we designed
the content around introducing the NYU community to the Co-op’s existence, and the general

importance of organizing. They are our biggest ally, along with the Community Agriculture Club
and our Environmental Communication class, as indicated by our attendance.
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